Benjamin Franklin is not only a founding
father – he’s also a time traveler!
And Franklin and his traveling companion Caty Ray are unexpectedly caught up in a series of adventures that take them to
the Tower of London in the 1770s, 21st century Boston, 1960s
New Jersey, and a distant planet facing global environmental
disaster. All the while, Franklin is not only wrestling with the
question of WHO he really is, but also the mystery of what
happened to his younger self, who vanished from the timeline
of history! It’s an exciting tale of mystery, humor, science fiction, and romance, told as only Ben can, in his down-to-earth,
conversational style.

WHO’S WHOM, BEN?
The cast of characters
Ben Franklin – founding father, inventor, electricity pioneer, clever conjurer of close calls…
and a time traveler, too! Nothing in Ben’s lifetime prepared him for an experience like this.
This is Ben’s tale to tell — a hitherto unpublished saga of mystery, humor, self-discovery, danger, and romance.
Caty Ray – Ben’s traveling companion, an actual acquaintance from the pages of history… a
fun-loving, fearless, outspoken young woman of 23 who has a intriguing secret of her own,
which keeps Ben guessing.
Greenbom – a telepathic green guru from a distant planet facing environmental disaster due
to a global electrification experiment gone wrong. Ben and Caty come to his aid, and he helps
them in return.
Madame Mystery Voice – an enigmatic presence whose interventions and prophetic pronouncements not only guide Ben but also perplex and frustrate him throughout this adventure.
Plus a variety of other players including Harvard Professor Daniel Peters; Ferd, a farmer from
Groton, Massachusetts, who befriends Ben when he first arrives in the 21st century; Lt. Commander Faversham, in charge of a company of guards at the Tower of London in the 1700s;
Lord Dourr, a key member of the council of leaders governing Greenbom’s planet; and the
Doctor — well, we’ll let you figure out for yourself who he is.

